Abstract. We prove existence and uniqueness of global solutions for a class of reaction-advectionanisotropic-diffusion systems whose reaction terms have a "triangular structure". We thus extend previous results to the case of time-space dependent anisotropic diffusions and with time-space dependent advection terms. The corresponding models are in particular relevant for transport processes inside porous media and in situations in which additional migration occurs. The proofs are based on optimal L p -maximal regularity results for the general time-dependent linear operator dual to the one involved in the considered systems. As an application, we prove global well-posedness for a prototypical class of chemically reacting systems with mass-action kinetics, involving networks of reactions of the type C1 + . . . + CP −1 ⇋ CP . Finally, we analyze how a classical a priori L 2 -estimate of the solutions, which holds with this kind of nonlinear reactive terms, extends to our general anisotropic-advection framework. It does extend with the same assumptions for isotropic diffusions and is replaced by an L (N+1)/N -estimate in the general situation.
Introduction
Mathematical models for reacting systems are usually based on Continuum Physics, where the central role is played by the partial mass balances
where ρ i is the mass density and v i denotes the continuum mechanical velocity of constituent i. The right-hand side f i is the mass production for species i due to (chemical) reactions. The total mass balance of the reacting mixture follows by summation of the balances (1) over all constituents, where one defines the total mass density ρ and the barycentric velocity v as
Conservation of total mass corresponds to i f i = 0, hence the mixture obeys the continuity equation
Since the barycentric velocity also appears in the momentum balance, it is common to split the mass flux of species i into an advective (also called convective) and a relative (also called molecular) contribution according to
Since chemical reactions do not change the total number of atoms, the reaction rates are more conveniently expressed for number densities, respectively for molar concentrations c i := ρ i /M i , where M i > 0 denotes the molar mass of species i. Then (1) assumes the standard form of a species balance equation, namely
where j i := J i /M i and R i is the molar production rate for component i.
Considering the mixture velocity v to be given, the quantities j i and R i need to be modeled via constitutive, material and composition dependent relations. Here the specific physics of the problem needs to be taken into account. Let us briefly indicate a few prototype cases:
(i) Transport in solids. Here, typically, no convection takes place and the transport is due to molecular diffusion, possibly accompanied by drift or migration processes. In the simplest case of purely diffusive transport of a dilute component, the molecular flux is often modeled according to Fick's law, i.e.
where d i > 0 is the (Fickean) diffusivity of species i in the mixture and x i denotes the molar fraction, defined as x i := c i /c tot with the total (molar) concentration c tot = k c k . Note that the two constitutive equations in (6) are equivalent for dilute components (i.e., species i with x i ≪ 1) if the total concentration is homogeneous and constant. In general, neither of them is applicable due to the occurrence of cross-effects and non-idealities; see [3] and the references therein.
(ii) Transport in porous media. Here, in addition to transport via molecular diffusion and possibly migration, convection often occurs due to pressure driven flow of the total mixture through the pores. Back-effects of the transported chemical components onto the flow field are often small, in which case the velocity field is determined by an independent set of equations, e.g. via Darcy's law. The network of pores with its usually complex and partly random structure introduces so-called dispersive mixing which appears like a diffusive transport of the same type as modeled via (6) , but with usually much larger dispersion coefficients as compared to molecular diffusivities. Furthermore, due to possible anisotropy of the pore structure, the dispersive contribution to the flux will no longer be isotropic. Therefore, the total molar mass flux is modeled as c i v + j i with the relative flux
with a symmetric and positive definite matrix D i . Note that D i models both dispersive and diffusive fluxes, therefore it will typically be of the form D i = D 0 + d i I, where D 0 is a symmetric and positive definite matrix modeling the dispersion in the mixture, while the diffusive contribution d i is species dependent.
(iii) Transport in fluids (liquids or gases). In this case, convective transport occurs because of free motion of the fluid mixture due to, e.g., natural convection, pressure driven flow or mechanical agitation. The latter is especially important in Chemical Engineering processes, since strong mixing of initially segregated reactants is required to enable efficient chemical conversion which eventually takes place on the molecular length scale. In case of turbulent flow fields, mixing is often modeled by dispersive transport as mentioned above. Hence, the total flux will be of the same type as in (7), but usually with isotropic dispersion/diffusion tensor. Let us note in passing that possible back-effects onto the momentum balance would require a much more complicated modeling; see [4] and the literature cited there.
(iv) Transport by migration/drift. Besides molecular diffusion and macroscopic dispersion, directed transport phenomena occur in systems where external forces are present which act differently on individual species. These forces will be balanced by the velocity-dependent friction between the constituents' molecules and the mixture, thus leading to an advective transport contribution, but with a species dependent velocity which involves the external forces. This is why we consider fluxes of type c i u i + j i with individual velocity fields u i and diffusion fluxes j i in the present paper. An important example is the so-called "electro-migration", which is caused by the (intrinsic plus externally imposed) electrical field, acting on charged particles. See, e.g., [5] , [16] and the references given there. Directed motions are also relevant in ecological models, where they are modeled in the same way via advection terms, often involving gradients of a quantity which characterizes the spatially heterogenous environment. For more about such ecological models see, e.g., [10] , [9] .
Despite the strong relevance of reaction-diffusion/dispersion-advection systems for applications (reacting flows, contaminant transport, electro-chemistry, population balances, etc.), only few papers address the question of global existence of solutions for general time-dependent anisotropic diffusions together with advective transport (see the brief survey below). A general theory of global existence in this framework is still missing. The present paper provides a rather general contribution in this setting in the case where nonlinear reactive terms exhibit a so-called "triangular structure". This structure is natural (and more or less necessary in this general setting) when one aims at proving global existence of classical regular solutions even for standard constant scalar diffusions and without any advection.
To be more specific, let us consider the following 2 × 2 model example of such systems
where D 1 , D 2 are positive definite matrices which are regular in (t, x), u i , i = 1, 2 are regular R Nvalued vectors (where N denotes the space dimension) and h : R + × R + → R + is a regular nonnegative function with h(·, 0) ≡ 0. Local well-posedness on some maximal interval [0, T * ) for this system is well-known and global well-posedness (i.e. T * = +∞) would follow from the existence of uniform a priori bounds in L ∞ (Ω) on [0, T * ) (see, e.g., [21, 1, 2] ). Also notice that the reaction terms have the so-called quasipositivity structure (see (H4) below) which guarantees that the solutions remain nonnegative. Using this nonnegativity and the fact that the nonlinear terms add up to a linear function of c 1 , c 2 , it follows from integrating the sum of the two equations of (8) that its solutions are uniformly bounded in L 1 (Ω) on all finite subinterval of [0, T * ). In the presence of different diffusions, even in the constant diagonal case D i = d i I with d i ∈ (0, ∞) and without advection, it has been shown that uniform bounds in L 1 (Ω) are not sufficient to prevent blow-up in L ∞ (Ω) in finite time for reaction-diffusion systems with even such 'good' properties (see [26] ). Therefore, existence of global solutions is a serious largely open question in general.
However, in the particular case of system (8) , it is possible to exploit its 'triangular structure' namely: 1) the first nonlinear term is bounded above by a linear function of c = (c 1 , c 2 ); 2) the sum of the two nonlinear terms is bounded above by a linear function of c.
In the case of constant diagonal diffusion, without advection terms and with such a triangular structure, global existence of classical solutions has been proved in [18, 22, 27] (see also Theorem 3.5 [25] for an up-to-date proof). A main tool is the use of L p -maximal regularity results for the dual problem associated with the linear part of (8) . Uniqueness also follows thanks to the regularity of the solutions.
In the present work, we extend the latter result to the case of anisotropic time-space dependent diffusions and with time-space dependent advection terms. A main tool is again the use of L p -maximal regularity results for the dual of the linear operator involved in the system. We mainly rely on the optimal maximal regularity results proved in [12] . We believe that they actually provide optimal global existence of bounded (and therefore regular) solutions in our setting. Note that our results have already proved to be useful in [28] , [15] , [5] for even more involved systems where advection terms are coupled with extra partial differential equations.
The existing work on global existence for reaction-diffusion-advection equations includes some contributions which address the full system of (partial) mass, momentum and energy balance equations. In [14] , the existence of a global weak solution is obtained under several assumptions. In particular, the diffusive fluxes are modeled via Fick's law with diffusivities being equal for all constituents. Note that the latter is required for consistency of the partial mass balances with the continuity equation if Fick's law is employed for all species. But equal diffusivities are rarely met in physical systems, showing that the simple approach via Fick's law is not sufficient. In [30] , the full set of balance equations is considered in one space dimension, again with Fickean diffusion and equal diffusion coefficients.
In [20] , existence of global solutions for reaction-diffusion/dispersion-advection systems is obtained in cases of anisotropic diffusion, but with exactly equal diffusion-advection operators for the different species. This simplifies quite a lot the analysis and, as already said, is rarely met in applications. Note also that global existence of solutions has also been considered for anisotropic diffusions in [17] .
Somewhat less related to the present study is [19] , where a certain kind of nonlinear advection terms is included in a reaction-diffusion-advection system for two species. The influence of an additional advection term on global existence for a scalar equation has also been studied by several authors. Since this does not touch the problems appearing for systems, let us only refer to [11] as an entry point into the relevant literature.
We apply our general global existence result to extensions of classical models from mass action kinetics' chemistry, where P chemical species C 1 , . . . , C P are transformed according to the reaction scheme
Results are collected in Corollary 1.
Besides the question of global existence for general reaction-advection-anisotropic-diffusion systems, we also analyze in this paper the persistency of L 2 (Q T )-a priori space-independent estimates for the solutions. It is well-known that such L 2 (Q T )-estimates hold (and have proven to be very useful) in the case of scalar constant diffusions and without advection terms when the sum of the nonlinear terms is nonpositive or bounded above by a linear function (which is implied by the "triangular structure" assumed here; see (H5)). We prove that these L 2 -estimates are still valid in the diagonal case D i = d i I and with advection terms u i , under the same regularity assumptions as for global existence, namely
These estimates depend on the L 2 (Ω)-norm of the initial data.
It is unlikely that they still hold in the case of nondiagonal matrices D i . On the other hand, we prove that an L (N +1)/N (Q T )-estimate holds for the solutions of the general system under essentially the same regularity assumptions (see Proposition 2 for a precise statement). They are obtained by duality of the famous L ∞ (or even C α ) Krylov-Safonov estimates for non-divergence parabolic equations with (only) bounded coefficients. It is interesting to notice that this estimate depends only on the L 1 (Ω) P -norm of the initial data.
Main Results
Let us describe in more detail the class of systems we are interested in. Throughout this work, Ω is an open bounded subset of R N , whose boundary Σ := ∂Ω is of class C 2 . For T > 0, we write Q T = Ω × (0, T ) and Σ T = ∂Ω × (0, T ). We denote by ν the outer unit normal vector field on ∂Ω and ∂ ν c is the outer normal derivative of a function c = (c 1 , . . . , c P ). The modulus of continuity of a function h : Q T → R is defined as
Slightly abusing this notation, we write ω h,J if t,t in (9) are restricted to a subinterval J ⊂ (0, T ). We consider the RDA-system
where i ∈ {1, . . . , P }, c = (c 1 , . . . , c P ) and the diffusion tensor D i with D i (t, x) ∈ R N ×N models anisotropic diffusion. Our assumptions on the data are the following, where
,l≤N is symmetric and positive definite with
− D i ) and u D i has the same regularity as the velocity u i .
(H5) There exists a lower triangular invertible matrix Q = [q ij ] 1≤i,j≤P with strictly positive diagonal entries and b ∈ R P + such that
Above, we assume that f (t, x, ·) is defined on all of R P in order to avoid simple, but technical extension arguments. But all results remain valid for quasi-positive f ∈ C 1 (R + × Ω × R P + , R P ). (H6) f has polynomial growth with respect to the last variable, i.e.
Let us note that, by (H2), there exist
We prove the following well-posedness result.
Theorem 1. Under assumptions (H1)-(H6)
, System (10) has a unique global nonnegative weak solution c = (c 1 , . . . , c P ) in the following sense:
Moreover, for any T > 0, there exists C > 0 depending only on c 0 L ∞ (Ω) P and on
(with r > max{2, N } from (H2), (H3)) such that
Let us briefly comment on the regularity of the data. Our purpose is to derive a global existence result under weak assumptions on the advection fields u i , so that it may be used, in particular, for fixed-point arguments like in [5] . With assumptions (H2)-(H3), we cannot expect maximal regular solutions to (10), say solutions c
(Ω)); indeed, this would require more regularity for the boundary data and for the traces of the coefficients D i (t, x). Our assumptions, however, are sufficient to deduce maximal regular solutions for the dual problem of (10), at least for frozen boundary condition coefficients, which will allow us to derive the estimate (14) .
To prove Theorem 1, we first derive a global existence result (Proposition 3) under extra regularity assumptions on the data, based on local existence and continuation theorems from [1] . This result is interesting in itself, since it provides extra regularity for the solution with smooth data. Global existence is shown by proving that any solution is a priori bounded in L ∞ (Q T ) for any T > 0. For this purpose, we first derive bounds in L p (Q T ) for any finite p by a duality method, where maximal regularity theory plays a crucial role. Here, we mainly rely on [12] . Then, by a classical result on parabolic equations, the solutions are bounded in L ∞ (Q T ). Since the L ∞ (Q T )-bounds only require assumptions (H1)-(H6), we get the existence of weak solutions for non-smooth coefficients by approximation of the data. Finally, we prove uniqueness for these solutions.
Next we apply this result to extensions of classical models from mass action kinetics' chemistry to the reaction-diffusion-advection case, where we consider the following situation: P chemical species C 1 , . . . , C P with molar concentrations c 1 , . . . , c P are placed in a bounded domain Ω, representing an isolated reactor (a vessel, say). For mass transport, we use the same assumptions as for Theorem 1. The species C i are involved in R ≥ 1 chemical reactions which occur simultaneously. For j ∈ {1, . . . , R}, the j th chemical reaction reads
. . , β P j ) ∈ N P 0 are the so-called stoichiometric coefficients. For j ∈ {1, . . . , R} we define stoichiometric vectors as ω j = β j − α j ∈ Z P . The quantities k f j , k b j are the reaction rate coefficients of the forward and backward reaction path, respectively, and we assume them to be constant, having in mind isothermal systems. The ratio κ j := k b j /k f j is the so-called equilibrium constant for the j th reaction and, to see its role, we write below k j and k j κ j instead of k f j and k b j , respectively. We also use the notation c γ :
i for γ ∈ N P 0 and c = (c 1 , . . . , c P ) ∈ R P + . Moreover, we assume (a 1 ) ω 1 , . . . , ω R ∈ R P are linearly independent (network without loops); (a 2 ) ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , R}, r j (c) = c α j − κ j c β j (mass action kinetics); (a 3 ) ∃e ∈ (0, +∞) P such that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , R}, e, ω j = 0 (conservation of atoms); (a 4 ) ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , R}, β j is a permutation of (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ N P 0 (single product per reaction). Notice that (a 4 ) requires the reactions to be of the type
The equations describing the evolution of (c 1 , . . . , c P ) are
where i runs from 1 to P .
Corollary 1. Under assumptions (H1)-(H3)
and (a 1 )−(a 4 ), System (15) has a unique global solution in the sense of (12).
The proof consists in applying Theorem 1, after checking that the reaction terms satisfy assumptions (H4)-(H6). A technical difficulty is to check that (15) has the "triangular structure" (H5). This requires a careful re-sorting of chemical reactions and components, and crucially relies on (a 4 ) to get linear upper bounds.
As a special case of Corollary 1, we obtain for instance existence and uniqueness of a global regular
+ for the following system associated with the typical chemical reaction C 1 + C 2 ⇋ C 3 , where u i are the advecting velocity fields. The system reads as
Besides global existence, several interesting questions have been considered in the literature for this model system. We may for instance wonder what happens to its solution when the rate constant k tends to ∞. Considering that, here, diffusions are space-time dependent tensors and that they are perturbed by space-time dependent advection terms, this is a quite new problem. The case of constant coefficients (D i = d i I, d i ∈ (0, ∞)) and without advection has been studied in [6] . Convergence in L 2 (Q T ) 3 to a limit system is proved. One of the main tool is a -now classical-L 2 (Q T )-estimate valid in any dimension for the solutions of these systems as soon as the nonlinearity satisfies (only) one inequality like i q i f i (u) ≤ 0 with q i ∈ (0, ∞) for all i (which is here implied by (H3) ).
We are not going to study here the passage to the limit as k → ∞ in System (16) (we refer to [28] - [15] ) for results in this direction). But it is interesting to analyze whether or not the above mentioned L 2 (Q T )-estimate still holds or not. It turns out that, if the diffusions are scalar (namely
is a real-valued function), then this L 2 (Q T )-estimate does hold exactly under the same regularity assumptions as in Theorem 1. We will prove the following result. Proposition 1. Assume (H1)-(H6) as in Theorem 1. Assume moreover that, for i = 1, ..., P ,
with some C depending only on the same quantities as in (13) of Theorem 1.
It does not seem that this L 2 -estimate remains valid for general matrices D i . However, it is interesting to notice that an L (N +1)/N (Q T )-estimate does hold for the solutions of Theorem 1 in any space dimension N . This is obtained, by duality, from the famous Krylov-Safonov estimates for parabolic non-divergence operators. More precisely, we have Proposition 2. Assume (H1)-(H6) of Theorem 1 with, moreover, r > max{2, N + 1}. Then the solution of System (10) satisfies
for some C depending on the same quantities as in (13) 
The proof is essentially the same as in the case s = +∞ (see [15] for the required changes), the main point being that maximal L p -regularity holds for the dual problem (27) under the above conditions as proved in [12] . In this diagonal case, the boundary condition in the dual problem (27) is simply equivalent to ∇Ψ, ν = ϑ on Σ T . For general matrices D i and similar assumptions on the d i kl , it is not clear what to choose as a good auxiliary boundary condition in the dual problem (27) with only L s -regularity in time of the d i kl . Thus we do not know whether the same extension can be made in general.
3. Global existence for an approximate system Proposition 3. In addition to (H1)-(H6), assume
. Then system (10) has a unique global classical nonnegative solution
and it satisfies the estimates (14) with a constant C as characterized in (13).
As in [25] , the global existence is based on certain L p -estimates which are obtained by duality. But in the present context we need to carefully control the trace of the solutions on the boundary of Ω. At this point we therefore recall a few facts from the theory of L p -maximal regularity which can be found in [12] . For 0 ≤ τ < τ + δ, we let Q δ τ = (τ, τ + δ) × Ω and Σ δ τ = (τ, τ + δ) × Σ. The dual problems which shall be employed are parabolic PDEs of the type
We will only involve time-independent coefficients in the Neumann condition in order to avoid additional regularity requirements, but recall a few facts for the general case. First of all, in order to apply [12, Theorem 2.1] to (18), we bring the latter into the non-divergence form
Here D : F = k,l d kl f kl is the double contraction between second rank tensors,
For given 1 < p < ∞, p = 3, the PDE (19), and hence (18) as well, has a unique strong solution (in the L p -sense) if D satisfies (H2) and D Σ satisfies (11) on Σ δ τ and u D satisfies (H3) and the coefficients in the Neumann boundary condition satisfy
for s ≥ 2 and q ≥ N such that 
here J = (τ, τ + δ) and κ = . In addition, in case p > 3, the compatibility condition g(τ, ·) = D Σ (τ, ·)∇w 0 , ν is required. We abbreviate the space for the Neumann data by
. Note that this is just the trace space of ∇w, since w lies in the maximal regularity space
. By the results in [12] , there exists a constant C which only depends on Ω, the norms of the coefficients in the spaces given above, on the modulus of continuity of D and on the time interval J, such that
In the application to the dual problems we only need to consider the case w 0 = 0. Precisely in this case, it turns out that a common constant C = C(T ) can be found for all subintervals [τ, τ + δ] of [0, T ] as it is shown later.
We are now in a position to prove the key duality estimate, for which we let
where p ′ = p/(p − 1). For future reference, note that for
The constant C F (T ) depends on T , Ω and p, but not on τ , δ. Observe also that, since 2κ < 1,
which follows directly from the definition of the norm in fractional Sobolev spaces of order s ∈ (0, 1). Let us note in passing that the inequality (23) is, in general, strict. Now we have the following result.
with J j = −D j (t, x)∇v j + u j (t, x)v j and α j , β j , γ j ∈ R. Moreover, let v 0 satisfy v 0 ≥ 0. Then, for every p > r/(r − N ) with r > max{2, N } from (H2), (H3), there exist δ 0 > 0 and C > 0, depending only on
such that
for every choice of 0 ≤ τ < τ + δ ≤ T with δ ≤ δ 0 .
; C 2 (Σ)) + and consider the dual problem
. Note that we consider the dual problem with inhomogeneous boundary data. Equivalently, we have Ψ(t, ·) =Ψ(2τ + δ − t, ·), whereΨ satisfies
with Θ(t, ·) := Θ(2τ + δ − t, ·), ϑ(t, ·) = ϑ(2τ + δ − t, ·). We are going to employ L p ′ -maximal regularity for (27) , where p ′ = p/(p − 1) is the dual exponent to p. As mentioned above, we are going to apply [12, Theorem 2.1] to (27) , brought into the non-divergence form With Ω a bounded domain with C 2 -boundary, the result can be applied without assumptions "at infinity". The assumption (H2) implies normal ellipticity of the interior symbol as well as the Lopatinskii-Shapiro condition at the boundary. The required regularity of the top-order coefficients and of the advection term follow immediately from (H2), (H3). In case p ′ > 3 a compatibility condition is to be imposed, but which is trivially fulfilled sinceΨ(τ, ·) = 0 = ϑ(τ, ·). The only remaining condition is on the boundary coefficients of the dual problem (see (20) ). Since the boundary condition is independent of time, it suffices to have d Σ 0,kl ∈ W (27) has L p ′ -maximal regularity, i.e.
for any data Θ and ϑ from the corresponding data spaces. The estimate (29) is uniform with respect to τ and δ, i.e. C(T ) is independent of τ and δ. The latter follows from the fact the functions Θ and ϑ have compact support in time in (τ, τ + δ), hence can be extended by zero to all of [0, T ] (yielding extensionsΘ,θ) without changing their norms in the respective spaces. Indeed, letΨ be the unique strong solution of
Having estimate (29) at hand, we now test the primary problem (24) with Ψ, where it is important to note that Ψ ≥ 0 due to Θ ≥ 0 and ϑ ≥ 0. Multiplying (24) by Ψ and integrating over Q δ τ , partial integration leads to the following inequality (where j means
We now employ the estimate 
which holds since 2κ := 1 − 1/p ′ < 1, we deduce that
with a constant C 0 depending only on the data. Employing (29) and
by Sobolev imbedding (with a constant which only depends on p ′ , T and Ω), inequality (34) implies
with the abbreviation
Since Θ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Q δ τ ) + and ϑ ∈ C ∞ 0 ((τ, τ + δ); C 2 (Σ)) + are arbitrary and v 0 ≥ 0, we deduce that
We now choose δ > 0 so small that
hence (26) .
Proof of Proposition 3. Existence of a unique nonnegative regular (i.e., with the regularity as stated in (17)) solution c of (10) on a maximal time interval [0, T * ), 0 < T * ≤ +∞ is a consequence of Theorem 15.1 in [2] (see also [1] ).
To prove T * = +∞, it is sufficient to prove that, if T * < +∞, then c ∈ L ∞ (Q T * ) P (see [1, Theorem 3] ). We will actually prove that, given T ≤ T * , T < +∞, there exists δ depending only on T and the data such that for all [ τ +δ) ) P ≤ C with C depending only on T and the data as well. As explained below, it will follow at the same time that T * = +∞ and that the solution c satisfies the estimate c L ∞ (Q T ) P ≤ C in (14) .
Let c = (c j ) 1≤j≤P be the solution on [0, T * ). We fix T ≤ T * , T < ∞. Let us set W := P j=1 c j . We will estimate W on intervals [τ,
Let p > (N + 2)/2. We then have
] for all t ∈ [τ, T ).
This follows from Theorem III.7.1 in [21] for Dirichlet boundary conditions. But the same result holds for Neumann boundary conditions as well. The proof is carried out in detail for isotropic diffusions in [15, 28] and in the appendix of [7] and the proof given there remains valid without any changes for anisotropic diffusion tensors of the type considered here.
Notice that the right-hand side in (37) is linear in (1 + W ), whence the corresponding linear dependence in the estimate just given. It is important to note that the constant C in (38) does not depend on τ, t but only on T .
Below, we employ the abbreviation E j c j = ∂ t c j + div(−D j ∇c j + u j c j ) and, analogously, E j z j for z j instead of c j . By (10) and (H5), we have
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , P }. Employing (37), inequality (39) can be rewritten as
We apply Lemma 2 to (40) with m = i, v 0 = q ii c i and, say, v j = −c j , α j = β j = q ij for j = 1, . . . , i − 1 and
and choosing p > 1 above so large that also p > r/(r − N ) with r > N from (H2), (H3) holds, Lemma 2 yields
with a constant C depending on T but not on τ, t. By induction, we obtain
Summing over i from 1 to P , we deduce
Combining this inequality with (38) and using (see (22) )
we get
Taking the p-th power and employing the fact that φ
This is a Gronwall inequality for
. Going back to (42), we obtain max
with a constant C which depends on T but not on τ, δ.
We now restrict again the choice of p so that p > γ(N + 2)/2 with γ defined in the growth condition (H6) on f . It follows that, with various constants C depending on the same quantities,
We again exploit Theorem III.7.1 in [21] (in the appropriately modified version for Neumann conditions as explained for the solution z i in the comments following (37) and (38)) to obtain
with some (nonlinear) function Φ. Note that the same Φ applies for any [τ, τ + δ) ⊂ [0, T ) with δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ], where δ 0 > 0 comes from application of Lemma 2 above. We next apply (46) successively to the subintervals [kδ, kδ + δ] for k = 0, . . . , n − 1, where δ = T /n with sufficiently large n ∈ N so that δ ≤ δ 0 , the latter coming from Lemma 2. This yields the a priori estimate max
As explained at the beginning of this proof, this implies at the same time T * = +∞ and the estimate c L ∞ (Q T ) ≤ C contained in (14) , where C depends on the quantities listed in Proposition 3.
To get the other estimates in (14), we multiply the equation (10) 
with associated bounds depending on the same quantities. Finally, we go back to equation (10) to obtain the estimate of
Remark 2. If one had b = 0 in (H5), we would have z i = 0 in (37). Then, estimate (41) would directly give estimate (45) and the main part of the proof of Proposition 3 would then be quite simpler.
If the boundary trace of D 0 had the regularity (20) with p replaced by p ′ , then we could apply Lemma 2 directly with τ = 0 and δ = T and prove Proposition 3 also more directly. But note that (H2) does not impose any time regularity of the ∇d 0 kl . Therefore, we have to use an auxiliary boundary conditions for the dual problem and this requires a partition of [0, T ] into subintervals in the proof of a priori L ∞ -bounds in Proposition 3.
As already noticed in Remark 1, if ) )∇Ψ, ν in (32) is equal to zero and we do not need to restrict the size of δ anymore. The L ∞ -estimate may then be proven directly on [τ, τ + δ) = [0, T ).
Proof of Theorem 1
Existence. Let T > 0. We approximate c 0 i , D i = [d i kl ] and u i in System (10) by smooth functions (14) is satisfied and guar-
are bounded, independently of n. By Corollary 4 in [29] , (c n ) n∈N is relatively compact in L 2 (Q T ) P and therefore has a subsequence that converges a.e. in Q T . Let T k ր ∞. We denote by c n i |[0,T k ] the restriction of c n i to Q T k . Using the above results, there exists c : (0, +∞) × Ω → R P + such that, up to a diagonal extraction, we have, as n → +∞: ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , P }, ∀k ∈ N,
As c n is a classical solution of (10), for all T > 0 and all ψ ∈ C ∞ (Q T ) with ψ(T ) = 0, we have
Using (48), we can pass to the limit as n → +∞ in (49) for any T > 0, so that c satisfies (12) up to c ∈ C([0, T ]; L 2 (Ω)); the latter can be shown as follows.
) (see, e.g., [13] ) and, consequently, (14), which we already proved for smooth solutions in Proposition 3, are inherited by the weak solutions since the norms can only decrease when passing to weak limits.
Uniqueness. Let T > 0 and let c,ĉ be two solutions of (12) on Q T with the same initial data, and set w i := c i −ĉ i . Below, C > 0 denotes a generic constant depending only on T and the data of (10). Let us first use a formal computation to show that w i = 0, and justify it afterwards. We have
Letting t ∈ (0, T ), multiplying (50) by w i and integrating by parts on Q t , we get 1
Since c,ĉ ∈ L ∞ (Q T ) and f i is locally Lipschitz continuous,
Due to u i ∈ L ∞ (0, T ; L r (Ω) N ), we have (with r * > 2 such that
where ε > 0 is arbitrarily small. In (53), we employed the fact that
The latter follows from the compact embedding of W 1,2 (Ω) into L r * (Ω), which holds since r > N implies − (53) in (51), exploiting D i ξ, ξ ≥ d|ξ| 2 , summing over i and choosing ε small enough, we get
for all t ∈ (0, T ).
Then Gronwall's lemma yields w i = 0 for all i, i.e. c =ĉ. Let us briefly indicate how this computation can be justified for weak solutions. It is clear that (53) still holds, i.e. we only need to justify (51). The starting point is
valid for all ψ ∈ C ∞ (Q T ) with ψ(T ) = 0. By density, and thanks to
this remains valid for all ψ ∈ L 2 (0, T ; H 1 (Ω)) with ∂ t ψ ∈ L 1 (Q T ) and ψ(T ) = 0. Given t ∈ (0, T ), to obtain (51), we would like to choose ψ(s) = χ (0,t) (s)w i (s) in (55). Since this ψ is not regular enough in time, we rather first choose ψ h (s) = 1 2h s+h s−h ψ(σ)dσ with h > 0 and then let h → 0+. Note that ψ h , ∇ψ h converge in L 2 (Q T ) to ψ, ∇ψ which easily allows to pass to the limit in the integrals where these terms are involved. Now, by an obvious change of time variable, we have
Employing
) and w i (0) = 0, we deduce that this term converges to 1 2 Ω w i (t) 2 , which finally yields (51).
Proof of Corollary 1
The proof mainly consists in reordering the reactions and the chemical components and is based on the following elementary result on matrices. We denote by M P,R (R) the space of matrices with real entries having P columns and R rows, and write M P (R) = M P,P (R).
and assume (i) ω 1 , . . . , ω R ∈ R P are linearly independent.
(ii) ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , R}, there exists a unique i ∈ {1, . . . , P } such that ω i j > 0. (iii) ∃e ∈ (0, +∞) P such that e, ω j = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , R}.
Then, up to a permutation of its columns and rows,
where N i are rows having (strictly) negative entries.
Proof. First, observe that properties (i)−(iii) are unchanged when permuting the rows or columns of M . We prove Lemma 3 by induction on P . Since the vectors e, ω 1 , . . . , ω R are linearly independent, we have P > R. Using assumption (ii), M has exactly R positive entries, so there exists N ∈ M P −R,R (R) with nonpositive entries and M 0 ∈ M R (R) such that, up to a permutation of the rows,
If N = 0, assumption (i) implies that M 0 is invertible, but assumption (iii) yields a nonzero vector with is orthogonal to the column vectors of M 0 . This contradiction shows that N = 0. Let L 1 be a nonzero row of N : by a permutation of the rows, we put L 1 at the top of M , and by a permutation of the columns, we put the strictly negative entries of L 1 at the top left corner, so that
where N 1 is nontrivial and has negative entries. It is easy to check that M 1 satisfies assumptions (i) − (iii), hence Lemma 3 holds by induction on P .
Proof of Corollary 1. Let M ∈ M P,R (R) be the matrix whose columns are ω 1 , . . . , ω R . Using assumptions (a 1 ) − (a 4 ), M satisfies (ii) − (iii) from Lemma 3. Consequently, up to a permutation of the chemical species and of the chemical reactions (which corresponds to a permutation of the rows and the columns of M , respectively), we can assume that M has the structure as indicated in (56). To prove that there exists a lower triangular invertible matrix Q ∈ M P (R) with nonnegative diagonal entries such that QM has nonpositive entries, we may proceed as follows: first, recall that the multiplication of M by such a matrix Q corresponds to adding to each row of M a positive linear combination of the above rows. We may define the matrix Q as the product Q 1 · · · Q k , where Q i are lower triangular invertible matrices with nonnegative entries, satisfying
1) The columns of Q k M corresponding to the block N k are nonpositive. This is obtained by choosing a matrix Q k which corresponds to adding convenient positive factors of the k th row to the rows below.
2) The columns of Q k−1 Q k M corresponding to the block N k−1 are nonpositive. This is obtained by choosing a matrix Q k−1 which corresponds to adding convenient positive factors of the (k − 1) th row to the rows below. The crucial point is that this operation leaves the columns corresponding to N k unchanged. 3) We iterate this procedure to build a sequence of matrices Q 1 , . . . , Q k such that the product Q 1 · · · Q k M has nonpositive entries.
Then, denoting by F = (F 1 , . . . , F P ) the reaction term in (15) , observe that 
. . .
Using assumptions (a 1 ) − (a 4 ), we have
Hence, since QM has nonpositive entries, assumption (H5) from Theorem 1 is satisfied. Consequently, Theorem 1 applies to system (15) and Corollary 1 follows.
Proof of Proposition 1
Let us first show that (H5) implies that there exist q i ∈ (0, ∞), i = 1, ..., P, and b 0 ∈ R + such that
Indeed, we multiply the i th line of the inequality (H5), namely
by ǫ i−1 and sum over i = 1, . . . , P to obtain
Since q jj > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , P , we immediately check that, for ǫ > 0 small enough, we have
Whence (57) with q i defined as above and b 0 := P i=1 ǫ i−1 b i . Note that we may multiply each equation (10) by q i . We then obtain a similar system, where c i , f i are replaced byc i := q i c i ,f i := q i f i with now if i (t, x, c) ≤ [1 + i c i /q i ] b 0 by (57). Thus, without loss of generality and up to changing the value of b 0 , we may (and will) assume that
At this point, recall that D i = d i I. Consider the approximate global (and regular) solution c given by Proposition 3 and let
We sum all equations (10) over i = 1, . . . , P and use (58) to obtain
Similarly, we have at the boundary
We have the following estimates, where d(T ), d(T ) are defined in (11) and r > max{2, N } is from (H2), (H3):
Now the L 2 (Q T )-estimate of Proposition 1 is a consequence of Lemma 4 below applied to the solution W of (59-60). Indeed, Lemma 4 says that
where the constant C depends on the quantities listed in Proposition 1. This estimate remains valid for the solution of Theorem 1 itself.
Then there exists C > 0, depending only on T, a, a and u
Remark 3. This lemma is interesting in itself. It generalizes a well-known L 2 (Q T )-estimate for parabolic equations (see [25] ) to the case of variable diffusivities and additional advection term. Interestingly, the same assumption u ∈ L ∞ (0, T ; L r (Ω) N ) with r > max{2, N } as for Theorem 1 is required for Lemma 4 to be valid. Note also that the proof of the L 2 -estimate of Proposition 1 requires only the structure (58) (or (57)) on the f i and not the full triangular structure (H5).
Proof of Lemma 4. Without loss of generality, we may assume b 0 = 0 in Lemma 4. Indeed, introducing W := e −tb 0 W , the inequality (61) may be rewritten as
Thus, let us assume b 0 = 0 in the following. Given Θ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Q T , R + ), we consider the dual problem − [∂ t Ψ + A∆Ψ + u · ∇Ψ] = Θ on Q T , ∂ ν Ψ = 0 on Σ T , Ψ(T, ·) = 0 on Ω.
According to Theorem 2.1 in [12] , problem (63) has a strong solution Ψ ≥ 0. We multiply (61) by Ψ and integrate over Q T and by parts to obtain 
We next estimate Ψ(0) L 2 (Ω) and Ψ L 2 (Q T ) in terms of Θ L 2 (Q T ) . Multiplying (63) by −∆Ψ and integrating over Ω and by parts, using the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, we get
where we used Hölder's inequality and p > 1 is defined by 1/r+1/p = 1/2. By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (see, e.g., [21] ), there exists C > 0 such that
Since u ∈ L ∞ (0, T ; L r (Ω) N ), using Young's inequality and (65), for every ε > 0 there are C i = C ε i > 0 such that
where we used ∇Ψ W 1,2 (Ω) ≤ C(Ω) ∆Ψ L 2 (Ω) for the last inequality. Since ∂ ν Ψ = 0 on ∂Ω and Ω is smooth, this is a consequence of elliptic regularity; see, e.g., [8] . Thus, if we choose ε < a/2 and apply Gronwall's lemma, using Ψ(T ) = 0, we get
Since A ≤ a, we also have A∆Ψ L 2 (Q T ) ≤ C Θ L 2 (Q T ) . Then, integration of (63) on Q t for any t ∈ (0, T ) yields
Finally, combining (66), (67) and using the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality, we get
whence (62) by duality.
Proof of Proposition 2
We consider again the solution c given by Proposition 3. It satisfies equations (10) namely
As in the proof of Proposition 1 we will, without loss of generality, assume that (58) holds. We let W := 1 + P i=1 c i and sum all i-equations to obtain
Equivalently,
We set
Then (68) may be rewritten as
The sum of the boundary conditions leads to
Note the following estimates: 
Then, we use the following Alexandrov-Bakelman-Pucci-Krylov-Safonov type of estimate.
Lemma 5 ([24]
). There exist K > 0 depending only on the data in (71) and on T, b 0 such that
where Φ is the weak solution (in the sense given above) of (72).
Assume Θ ≥ 0 in (72) so that Φ ≥ 0. Multiplying (69) by Φ and integrating by parts lead to
Using the boundary conditions on W and Φ, this gives
for the continuous Φ, we deduce
by duality. The estimate of Proposition 2 follows.
Remark 4. Actually, according to the results in [23] , even the C α (Q T )-norm of Φ can be estimated in terms of the L N +1 (Q T )-norm of Θ in Problem (72), at least if r in (71) satisfies r ≥ N + 2. Therefore, the mapping Θ ∈ L N +1 (Q T ) → Φ ∈ L ∞ (Q T ) is then even compact. By duality, one can then deduce compactness properties of W in L (N +1)/N (Q T ).
